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THE DEATH PENALTY?
WHAT IS THE DEATH PENALTY?

A CRIMINAL SANCTION THAT AIMS TO EXECUTE THE CONVICT
WHAT IS THE DEATH PENALTY?

LIFE SENTENCE

EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTION

EUTHANASIA
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF JUSTICE?
ENSURE RESPECT FOR THE LAW

PUNISH TO REHABILITATE

PROTECT AND REMEDY
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF JUSTICE?

PERSONAL VENDETTA
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY HAVE A DETERRENT EFFECT?
MOST CRIMINALS DO NOT PLAN THEIR ACTIONS, LET ALONE THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

ONE WHO PLANS A CRIME DOES NOT CARE ABOUT THE SANCTION.

DOES THE DEATH PENALTY HAVE A DETERRENT EFFECT?
IN PRACTICE, THERE IS NO CORRELATION BETWEEN THE USE OF THE DEATH PENALTY AND THE CRIME RATE.
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY HAVE A DETERRENT EFFECT?

MIRACLE SOLUTION AGAINST CRIME
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY ONLY APPLY TO CULPRITS?
TO ERR IS HUMAN...
BUT THE DEATH PENALTY IS IRREVERSIBLE.

CORRUPTION AND PREJUDICES FACILITATE JUDICIAL ERRORS.
DEATH PENALTY

= 

RISK OF KILLING INNOCENTS
WHY IS THE DEATH PENALTY A TORTURE?
WHY IS THE DEATH PENALTY A TORTURE?

PHYSICAL TORTURE
THERE ARE NO PAIN FREE KILLING METHODS.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TORTURE FOR THE CONVICT, FOR THE RELATIVES AND FOR THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THIS JUSTICE SYSTEM.
DEATH PENALTY = MULTIPLE TORTURE NOT ONLY FOR THE CONVICT
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY BRING RELIEF TO VICTIMS’ FAMILIES?
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY BRING RELIEF TO VICTIMS' FAMILIES?

LACK OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE

NEW VIOLENT TRAUMA IN THEIR NAME
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY BRING RELIEF TO VICTIMS’ FAMILIES?

SUPPORT TO THE VICTIMS
DOES THE DEATH PENALTY ONLY PUNISH BLOOD CRIMES?
Does the death penalty only punish blood crimes?

Against economic crime, especially drug trafficking.

Against civil, sexual, religious liberties.

Against minorities, the poor, foreigners, ethnic groups.
AGAINST MINORITIES THE POOR, FOREIGNERS, ETHNIC GROUPS

DEATH PENALTY = TOOL OF PROPAGANDA AND REPRESSION
WITH THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF:

- AFD
- Label Paris Europe
- Barreau de Paris
- Seine-Saint-Denis
- Via le monde